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### Other Research Activities

#### Conference presentations


#### Research seminars, forums, workshops, invitations, submissions, and appointments

**Samanth Hepburn**

Was invited to be a member of the Victorian Marine and Coastal Councils (VMaCC) newly formed independent science Panel for the period 2019-2021. The purpose of the newly formed Science Panel is to provide independent, strategic, scientific advice to the VMaCC on emerging marine and coastal issues and knowledge gaps. The functions of the Science Panel are to:

- to provide scientific input about Victoria’s coastal and marine environment to the VMaCC,
- to assist them to advise the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change;
- to provide advice to the VMaCC about priority coastal and marine issues requiring attention;
- as requested, to identify and inform the VMaCC about emerging issues and knowledge gaps relevant to Victoria’s coastal and marine environment; and
- to provide input and advice to the VMaCC on the preparation of the Marine and Coastal Policy and Strategy, and issue/theme-based reports and other VMaCC activities as requested.

#### Media

**Neera Bhatia**

- ‘More Australians are donating organs but demand is outstripping supply’, SBS News (T.V.), 20 December 2018
- ‘How to increase organ donation rates in Australia without adopting an ‘opt out’ system’ - Radio 2NM, Breakfast with Andrew Reynolds, Hunter Valley, Sydney, Australia, 28 December 2018

Media

Samantha Hepburn:
- 9 December Radio Adelaide 101.5 “Adani’s Mini Mine”
- 10 December - Television Interview with ABC News 24, Karina Carvalho, discussing the future of the scaled down Adani Coalmine in the Galilee Basin in Queensland. https://abcportal-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/wijers_meike_abc_net_au/Ef7jTbJvH_Sf1MsuzFK2_BiB7gXZ4AkoJVkrvxETclrw?e=ANEynC
- “Australia’s Fuel Security Risk: Why Our Stocks are Running Low” The New Daily, January 8th.

Upcoming Research Activities

Vicki Huang will present at the following conference” New York University, 2nd Biennial Conference on Race + IP” on “The Mis(Use) of Trademark Law to (Mis)Appropriate Racist Trademarks” on April 5-6, 2019